
Dona, Best wishes to

you on your

retirement! Thank you

for your excellent work

& for being a pleasure

to work with. You will

be missed! -- Mary

Sanders

1
IDEAS FOR RETIREMENT 

What fun things do you suggest Dona should

do with her retirement?   
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Start planning

travel for after

COVID19!  --

Tim Gregory

2
MEMORIES AT ICF

What are some things you'll remember about

working with Dona?

3
WORDS OF THANKS

Share your best wishes for Dona as she

begins her awesome retirement!

Thank you for working so

hard to educate us all on

accessibility practices. 

Every time I worked with

you I learned new things.

Your work has helped

millions of people use the

web a little easier!   

- Tim Gregory

I  hope that your work

on our proposal did

not give you

permanent PTSD. 

There is nothing like

giving up weekends

to ensure 508

compliance!   Bridget

Change your

office into a

hobby room! -

Lindy Dreyer

Join a NASA

citizen

science

project -

Lindy Dreyer

Dona's timely help

with proposals--

especially the HHS

ASPA proposal with

the portfolio site! -

Lindy

Thank you for

teaching us, guiding

us, and working so

hard to help build

tools that work for

everyone! We'll miss

you! - Lindy Dreyer

Dona's authoritative

knowledge and

creative problem-

solving approach,

coupled with a desire

to teach (and always

keep learning) -Marco.

Dona, you were always a

pleasure to work with,

unbelievably dependable,

and an inspiration. You set

the bar high and will leave

a hole in the teams lucky

enough to work with you.

Thank you! -Marco.  

+1 (Marco) Your smiling face, patient

teaching and knowledge

sharing, wonderful review

comments, encouraging

words, the extra mile you

always take when

overseeing a task, So

many things learnt from

you!  Not enough words to

say...   Susan Xu

 Learn a new

hobby!

 - Kari

Hopkins 

Thank you for

being a voice for

accessibility and

pushing us to see

with more than our

eyes. Mary

Thanks for being a

ready ear to hear my

project questions and

for helping clarify

things when I wasn't

sure! Have a great

retirement!

Enjoy more

birdwatching! Maybe

volunteer with a bird

nonprofit!

Dona has such

genuine enthusiasm

for working with

PDFs and is always

excited to learn new

things.

 - Kari Hopkins

Enjoy retirement and

keep your enthusiasm

for learning and

teaching. I learned so

much from you and will

miss working with you.

 - Kari Hopkins 

I'm sad that you're leaving,
grateful that you've groomed an
amazing team to shoulder the
work, and excited that you're
basically starting a brand new life.
I hope you know what a
difference you've made and the
importance of the legacy you'll
leave behind.
Most sincerely,
Carey Hartmann

If you don't already have either or both:
Get a set of nice ear buds and a great Audible library. Audible books go well with nearly
everything! 

Pro-Tips: ;) 
1. Before you purchase a book, listen to the preview. I have a harder time listening to a good
book with a bad narrator than a bad book with a good narrator. 
2. I listen to most books at 1.1x speed. I listen to the news and reference books with great info
but dry writing at 1.4x speed.

A few of my favorites:
- The Night Circus, by Erin Morgenstern, narrated by Jim Dale
- Sherlock Holmes (the whole collection), narrated by Stephen Fry
- The Harry Potter series, narrated by Jim Dale
- Good Omens, by Neil Gaimen and Terry Prachett, narrated by Martin Jarvis
Why You Are Who You Are (The Great Courses), written and narrated by Mark Leary
- To Kill a Mockingbird, narrated by Sissy Spacek
- The Skyward series (2 of 4 written), by Brandon Sanderson, narrated by Suzy Jackson

- Carey Hartmann

Congratulations on your retirement,

Dona! THANK YOU for all the team

education you provided to the

UnitedHealthcare account over the

years. Your expertise has really paid

off in the quality of our work and our

reputation as a dev and design

agency partner who truly

understands building to A11Y

standards. Wishing you all the joys

and happiness that await in your

next chapter! Best of luck, 

AC Feeney and the UHC team 

http://thenounproject.com
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Do whatever

you love and

enjoy the

retirement with

family and

friends.

Thank you Dona for being

my mentor and supervisor,

It's all your teaching and

encouragement that

brought me to A11Y field

and work in this wonderful

group. Thank you so much

and will miss you!   -Susan

I second (or

third?) Tim's

suggestion -

TRAVEL (safely)!

Mary Sanders

Always

professional -

meticulous! --

Mary Sanders

Spend more

time with

your favorite

people! - JV

Dona has been a

fixture and one of

my go-to folks for all

things accessibility.

REALLY remember

her "shift left"

presentation. - JV

Dona single-handedly

sustained the 508 practice

at ICF over a number of

years. It has grown,

matured, and gotten better

because of her persistence,

consistency, and curiosity.

We are really going to miss

her. Best of luck in well-

deserved retirement! - JV

Sharing room in old caliber

"Rosehaven" and discussion

on lot of topics. Learnt a lot

about 508 compliance over

the years from Dona. You

have always been my go to

person.                           

 You will be missed.             

 - Ranju         

Meetings and parties

in the old Caliber

"Rosehaven"

conference room

and talking about

random junk. :)

- Jamie

Dona, Thank you so much for

your wisdom, your kindness,

your humor, and your

flexibility! We could certainly

be challenging at times but

you always took it in stride

and had incredible patience.

Thank you so much, and I

wish you all the best in your

retirement!! - Alyson

Freedman

Make yourself your

#1 priority, do what

makes you happy

and spend time

with people you

love- Rupinder

Dona, it was a great pleasure
working with you. I learned
a lot about accessibility
thanks to you. I will take that
knowledge to all my future
projects. You were always
ready to explain and educate
and I really appreciate it.
I hope your retirement
brings you joy!
—Celina Macioch

You care about the work

you do. You are so kind

and patient. We have

asked you the same

questions on how fix 508

issues probably dozen of

times and you always

explained so patiently and

in detail. - Rupinder

Dona, it has been a pleasure

working with you! You have

done meaningful and

impactful work and made our

websites/products accessible

to so many. On a personal

level, you are one of nicest

people I have worked with. I'll

miss  you. Best wishes!! -

Rupinder

Jane Robbins

(semi-retired,

so I know

what I'm

talking about)

Dona, you are a wonderful

person. I’ve enjoyed getting to

know you and talk about trips.

Thank you for your expertise

and guidance on projects over

the years. We will miss you.

Best wishes on your

retirement.

 - Joyce Webster

Thank you so

much for all your

help and

knowledge

sharing over the

years!  --Liz

Travel when

it's safe - get

going on your

bucket list

ASAP

Jane Robbins -

this pandemic

shows us that

we have to take

action now, not

wait...

Jane's Travel ideas:

iceland (in the summer),

Austraiia (in our winter),

Spain, Mexico, Peru

Pick up a new cozy

hobby! [I love

knitting/crocheting

blankets and sweaters

in the summer to have

them ready by the fall

and winter ;) ] -- De-

Shunda White

Travel to New

Zealand--

particularly the

South Island.

Joyce

+ 1 De-

Shunda

Iceland in March is

cold but has a good

mix of sunlight and

darkness to sightsee

and possibly see the

northern lights. Joyce

knitting

should be

involved

somewhere

mid-day

movies

long walks

in the late

morning

Thank you for all of

your support of the

Information

Gateway project

Dona!!!

Congratulations

and enjoy!

Learn to play an

instrument- Francis

Never

underestimate the

power of puttering!

Start a

Brewery

Dona was always a

great colleague -

supportive and

helpful. I also

learned a lot about

accessibility from

her -Jane

It's great to hear ICF

developers talk about how

much they have learned from

Dona, and how they want to

include her earlier. It's such a

shift from the old days when

we had to spend so much

effort just convincing people

that Section 508 applies to

their project.

-Ben

Dona is so

knowledgeable

and very patient. 

She has been very

helpful to the

NTTAC project-

Francis 

Fun times

making 508

recordings for

the OJJDP

NTTAC Project 

You always were able to

answer questions on PDFs

and websites. You prepared

and gave a fabulous

training for the rest of us on

how to create 508 PDFs;

the client (and I) really

appreciated your

presentation. -Joyce

Thank you Dona for

everything you have

done for the NTTAC

project.  You are

wonderful to work with

and we have learned

alot from you.  You will

be missed! - Francis

I remember our

group meetings

where you asked

to have a at least

some of your time

available for PDFs

every week. -Ben

Your work really is the

gold standard that

everyone looks to in

regards to accessibility.

Your commitment to

excellence inspires

everyone and you will

be missed.

You taught so many

little CSS style

things and you are

an accessible PDF

Queen. We will

miss you!  - Eddie 

Birding!! Will

miss you a

bunch Dona!

-Nick

Bake Bread!


